
 

2nd Mexican-American War 

 

PAX MEXICANA, 1864 

1862: After President Benito Juarez’s suspension of interest payments to foreign countries, a combined 

force of British, Spanish and French was organized to land and take over Veracruz in order to collect 

taxes on goods from the port. However, both the Spanish and British forces leave a couple of months 

later due to the growing French aggression in regards to Mexico. The Spanish leave the area completely 

while the British focus in on trade goods to from the Caribbean colony’s through the Union blockage to 

Confederate ports in the Gulf of Mexico. 

The large French force sent to Mexico by the Emperor Napoleon III were tasked with defeating what was 

seen as the ineffective government of Mexico and establishing a client state under the Crown of an 

Austrian Monarch, Maximilian I.  

1863: After a stumbling start, French forces subdue most of northern Mexico and enter Mexico City, 

forcing Juarez to flee to the northern border areas. Attention turns to southern Mexico. The cost in lives 



 

and francs mount heavily on the French and public opinion back home turns. Pressure to bring an end to 

the affair and bring French troops back home escalates quickly. 

1864, February: Maximilian arrives to take crown of the Second Mexican Empire. While most of Mexico 

is subdued, he is distressed to find out the expected number of French troops stationed in Mexico won’t 

be what was promised. To snuff out the remnants of resistance and to unify Mexico, Maximilian 

declares that he will restore Texas to its rightful place in the empire. 

Alarmed by this decree, Governor Pendleton Murrah of Texas requested that Texas regiments return 

home to bulk up the five regiments’ cavalry, and four regiments of infantry troops that were for home 

defense. The wholesale recall of Texas troops was denied as the fight for the confederacy could not 

spare any troops. In addition, as of yet there was no real threat to Texas, and the Governor has received 

indications that the British have offered to mediate with the French on their behalf.  

1864, April: The British offer to help is of no surprise as the most dramatic and immediate effect of 

Maximilian decree was the severing of the Rio Grande Valley cotton trail. Most Southern cotton being 

moved through Mexico stopped and now the entire supply of confederate cotton had to run the 

gauntlet of the Union blockade to get it to Caribbean ports. This is expensive as the Union blockade 

confiscates an increasing amount of cotton and conflicts with Union ships increases. This all makes it less 

profitable for British merchants and a feeling of events spiraling out of control see the British 

reevaluating their relations with the confederacy. 

1864, July: The effect of Maximilian decree on the Mexican population is significant and surprisingly 

quick as nationalism unifies most of the country everywhere except the Yukon peninsula. The rebel 

leader Juarez barely escapes capture by fleeing to California, then onto Peru in exile. Border skirmishers 

between Texas and Mexican ranchers erupt during the summer months as promise of an Imperial army 

arriving in Mexican state of Coahuila spreads across the region.  

News of the skirmishes reached Texas units fighting in the east, late in the summer and tensions arise 

among these units as men start to desert to go home. This prompted General Edmund Kirby Smith of 

the Trans-Mississippi Department to allow a brigade of the Walker's Texas Division to return to Texas. 

US intelligence is alarmed by the increasing British Naval presence in the gulf and this prompts Lincoln to 

dispatch several troop ships to Brazos Island to increases the size of the garrison. Notable union troops 

sent were a regiment of colored troops and a company of sharpshooters. 

1864, August: Lincoln is in a difficult position with regards to Texas as it is a state of the United States 

but in rebellion. To try and get Mexico to back down, they pressures France to regain control of 

Maximilian by reminding them that Texas is still part of the United States of America. But the political 

turmoil caused by Maximilian’s decree is also undermining the Confederate war effort as more and 

more Texans (as well as other southern soldiers) desert to return home from the implied threat. At the 

same time, the blockade is weakening due to the “muddied” waters off the coasts of Texas and Mexico, 

which seem to benefit the British. 



 

Napoleon III under great pressure from home and abroad, relents and recalls most of the French army 

home. The French Foreign legion units will be the last to leave and are placed under Maximilian 

commands till they leave in early 1865. With the bulk of the French gone from Mexico any remaining 

resistance to 2nd Empire dissipates, however there now is a growing demand that Maximilian come 

through with his promise to regain Texas. 

British diplomatic interest in the south increases even after the disastrous summer campaigns. In 

particular talks of British forces opening the Texas ports is broached. 

1864, September 7th: Documents confiscated from British blockade runner were sent to Washington DC 

as fast as possible. The documents indicate that a bilateral agreement between Mexico and England had 

been signed. Beyond the notice that all US shipping (Union and Confederate) was open to be attacked, 

British land forces were going to work in concert with the Mexican Imperial forces to liberate the 

province of Texas. 

President Lincoln dispatches orders to the garrison commanders in the gulf area notifying them of the 

impending attacks. The order also authorized Union commanders to notify Confederate commanders in 

Texas of the impending attack and offer any assistant in the protection of Americans citizens and 

property. The orders however did not reach Union leadership until September 18th. 

1864, September 15th: Governor Pendleton Murrah and several other confederate officials host a British 

diplomatic mission at Lovington mansion in Brownsville. A British warship had forced its way past the 

blockade and landed his party along with a company of troops to escort them to the dinner. The 

diplomatic meeting proved a front as the former contra rebels and the British troop surround the 

mansion. The house is “accidentally” burned to the ground with all lives inside lost. Fighting erupts in 

Brownsville but it is short lived as the surprise of the attack and the quality surprisingly large number of 

British troops who quickly overwhelm the Texas militia and garrison troops in Brownsville. 

1864, September 18th:: Two Mexican Imperial armies cross the Texas border, one heading towards 

Austin and the 2nd rapidly moving up the coast. The 2nd Mexican American War has begun. 

 

  



 

Campaign Forces 

A player can select one force from the four available, two from each side of the conflict. Each player is 

given free 1x level 3 leader, 1x level 2 leader and 2x level 1 leaders 

They then purchase 50 points of troops of any type they wish allowed from their core army list. This is 

their core force. The “value” of these troops will never change even if campaign actions increase or 

decrease their abilities; you still field them in battles for the cost they start at. Same for the leaders you 

acquire, whether they go up or down in ability you pay their starting cost 3, 6, 9 points respectively for 

level 1, 2, 3 leaders when fielding them in a battle. 

Campaign Battles 

The Campaign consists of 5 battles (This can be increased to 6 battles for players with more ability to 

stay focused on one rules set for several weeks in a row!). NB For a smaller force give each player 30 

points of troops and a level 3, level 2 and level 1 leader. 

Red Manor– is a Rescue Mission (#6) with 80 points for the red side and only 60 points for the blue side. 

The American side is automatically the blue side in this battle. They are trying to rescue the Governor 

(and his wife). Battle Result = Blue Wins they get a +1 to morale of next battles as they rescue their 

governor. If Blue loses they are -1 to morale in next wave of battles, unless the governor dies during the 

mission. 

Plains of Laredo – is a pitched battle with 100 points per side total. This is split by 2 or 3 on each side 

depending on whether this week you have 2 or 3 players on each side. It is acceptable for one side to 

have 2 players and 1 to have 3. For this 1st battle of the campaign at least 4 players are required. 

Scenario 1 will do for this battle. 

Hold at All Costs – sees the winner of the 1st battle trying to exploit their victory whilst the loser digs in 

to try and hold their ground and buy them time. 

The defender gets 60 or 80 points of troops plus free defenses in the form of walls, fences, trees, even a 

building and a stream if you wish. No trenches or bunkers! But a good defensive position. 

The attacker has 50% more points than the defender. A modified version of scenario 5 would do for this 

battle 

Change – sees the loser of the 1st battle ambushing the winner of the 1st battle. Scenario 4 would be 

suitable for this type of battle. If the attacker is given very advantageous positions the defender will 

need a larger force, I suggest stick to scenario 4 where the attacker does not really have that many 

advantages 

All or Nothing – is a rematch of the 1st one, a pitched battle with as many troops on each side as you 

think you can manage to field in the time you have available. Certainly 100 points per side and 120-150 

would be ideal if you have the time, space and players. 



 

Campaign Experience 

Note: will change to SP2 Dawn & Departures system  

After each battle a player will need to see what happened to each of his core leaders and groups. They 

could have suffered a mortal wound or lost enough soldiers that green replacements lower its quality 

and/or abilities. Conversely those that survived have a chance to gain experience from the battle and 

improve their quality or abilities. 

During the game you will need to track which enemy units your leaders and groups rout, break or 

destroy in the game, as well if they were routed, broken or destroyed. 

 Unless noted below, Groups are returned to full strength for the next battle, you never entirely 

lose a Group or leader. 

 Every Group that causes 1 or more enemy units to break/rout/destroyed in a battle gets to roll 

for an increase in their abilities on the following tables. If part of a formation that caused the 

damage every group in the formation rolls for an increase in their abilities 

 Every leader that is the highest ranking officer of a unit that breaks/routs/destroys an enemy 

unit goes up in leader ability by one level so long as they break/rout/destroy more enemy 

groups than they themselves lose under their direct command. 

 Every group that breaks/routs/destroyed in a battle gets to roll for a decrease in their abilities 

on the following tables 

 Every leader that is the highest ranking officer of a unit that breaks/routs/destroyed goes down 

in leader ability by one level unless they also break/rout/destroy at least as many enemy groups 

as they lose under their direct command. 

 

NB because the highest ranking officer takes the credit or the blame, a level 1 leader with a formation 

commanded by for example a level 3 leader will not go up or down in abilities, to raise these lower level 

leaders they would have to have their own independent command. 

Battle Points – In addition each player accumulates points for each battle as follows :- 

If your side lost the battle – 0 points 

If your side drew the battle, or you personally were unable to join in this battle you get – 1 point (This is 

to stop people who miss a game falling too far behind) 

If your side won the battle then you get – 2 points 

For every one of your groups that was broken/routed/destroyed there is NO points penalty, other than 

they will roll to lose abilities 

For every enemy group that you broke/routed or destroyed you get +1 points (NB you only get 1 point 

whether you broke the enemy and then later destroyed it or not) 



 

If possible all players on both sides should agree who did the best in the battle, that player receives an 

additional +1 point. If players cannot agree then no one gets the extra point. 

On the following tables roll 1D10 against the table for the troop type that is relevant and apply the 

result. If it is a result that is not applicable e.g. you already have aggressive so can’t gain it or you already 

are poor shots so can’t have it then roll again until you get a roll that is applicable. Good shots or poor 

shots cancel the opposite one if you already have it. i.e. if you have good shots and roll for poor shots 

you both gain poor shots and lose good shots. 

If Sharp Practice AND Pas De Charge are mentioned then the English side gets the sharp practice affect 

and the French player gets the Pas De Charge effect 

  



 

Line Troops 

Achievement D10 Humiliation 
Sharp Practice / Pas de charge 1 Lose Sharp Practice / Pas De Charge 

Thin Red Line 2 Surly 

Aggressive 3 Lose Aggressive 

Good Shots 4 Poor Shots 

Up 1 (Mil to C&V, C&V to Reg, Reg to Elite) 5 Down 1 Elite to Reg, Reg to C&V, C&V to Militia 

Gain Controlled Volley 6 Lose Controlled Volley 

Crashing Volley 7 Lose Crashing Volley 

Reduce Step out by 1 8 Increase Step out by 1 

Reduce Drill by 1 9 Formation yes to shock, shock to no 

Stubborn 10 Weedy Coves 

 

Skirmish Troops 

Achievement D10 Humiliation 
Moveable Deployment Point 1 Lose Sharp Practice / Pas De Charge 

Tactical 2 Lose controlled volley 

Aggressive 3 Lose Aggressive 

Good Shots 4 Poor Shots 

Up 1 (Irreg Skirm to Skirm, Skirm to Light Inf) 5 Down 1 Light to Skirm, Skirm to irreg 

Gain Controlled Volley 6 Formation yes to shock, shock to no 

Crashing Volley 7 Lose Crashing Volley 

Reduce Step out by 1 8 Increase Step out by 1 

Reduce Drill by 1 9 Surly 

Stubborn 10 Weedy Coves 

 

Cavalry Troops 

Achievement D10 Humiliation 
In Hand 1 Lose In Hand 

Good shots if Dragoons 2 Lose Tally Ho 

Aggressive 3 Lose Aggressive 

In Hand 4 Lose In Hand 

Up 1 Irreg to Scout, Scout to Drag,  Drag to Impact 5 
Down 1 impact to Drag, Drag to Scout, 
 Scout to Irreg 

Gain Tally Ho 6 Lose Tally Ho 

Up 1 Irreg to Scout, Scout to Drag, 
 Drag to Impact 

7 
Down 1 impact to Drag, Drag to Scout, 
Scout to Irreg 

In Hand 8 Weedy Coves 

Aggressive 9 Lose Aggressive 

Stubborn 10 Lose Stubborn 

 

Artillery 

Achievement D10 Humiliation 
Gain Formation Yes 1 Lose Formation Yes 

Gain 1st Fire 2 Lose 1st Fire 

Gain Controlled Volley 3 Lose Controlled Volley 

Gain Sharp Practice 4 Lose Sharp Practice 

Increase weight of gun 1 level 5 Decrease weight of gun 1 level 

Decrease Stepping out by 1 6 Increase Stepping out by 1 



 

Decrease Crashing Volley by 1 7 Increase Crashing Volley by 1 

Increase weight of gun 1 level 8 Decrease weight of gun 1 level 

Gain Formation Yes 9 Lose Formation Yes 

Decrease Crashing Volley by 1 10 Increase Crashing Volley by 1 

 

.  



 

Mexican Side 

Imperial Army 

Mexican regulars back up by Foreign Legion units. The Imperial army is an amalgamation of republican 

and imperial line troops. However there are still some hard feelings in former Republican units. These 

men have been group together into “Liberation” units from those men who still had strong feelings 

about the imperial army and/or the foreign legion units still in the army. 

Mexican Army – An Imperial Army has to have more Mexican units than Foreign Legion units in 

the force. In addition, the highest rated leader must always be Mexican. 

House Divided – Liberation units may not be in the same formation as non-liberation units. 

Legion Leaders cannot join Liberation units or activate them. 

Foreign Legion –Only one leader may be Foreign Legion leader. French Foreign Legion units are 

activated normally by a French Foreign leader. However only a rank III or IV leader may activate 

Legion unit, and can only activate it. Ie it may not remove shock from those units.  

 

Unit Profiles 

Mexican Imperial Line Infantry Type Conscripts 

Points 5 Weapon Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes First Only 3 2 ‐ 

Characteristics Aggressive 

 

Mexican Imperial Line Cavalry Type Scouting Cavalry 

Points 4 Weapon Lance Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

No Shock No No ‐ ‐ ‐ 

Characteristics Surly 

 
  



 

 

Mexican “Liberation” Infantry Type Regulars 

Points 9 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes Yes 2 3 3 

Characteristics Stubborn ,Surly, 

 

Mexican “Liberation” Skirmishers Type Skirmishers 

Points 11 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 6 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Never Yes No ‐ 2 ‐ 

Characteristics Sharp Practice 

 

Resguardo Irregular Cavalry Type Irregular Cavalry 

Points 3 Weapon Lance Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Never No No ‐ 1 ‐ 

Characteristics  

 

Mexican “Liberation” Artillery Type Artillery 

Points 5/6/8 Weapon Gun Size 5 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

No Shock Yes First Only ‐ ‐ ‐ 

Characteristics  

 

Foreign Legion Infantry Type Regulars 

Points 10 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes Yes 2 2 2 

Characteristics Aggressive, Sharp Practice 

 



 

Foreign Legion Skirmishers  Type Skirmishers 

Points 12 Weapon Rifled Muskets Size 6 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes No ‐ 2 ‐ 

Characteristics Sharp Practice 

 

Foreign Legion Tirailleur Algeriens Type Regulars 

Points 9 Weapon Rifled Muskets Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes First Only 3 1 3 

Characteristics Aggressive 

 

Foreign Legion Tirailleur Algeriens 
Skirmishers 

Type Light Infantry 

Points 13 Weapon Rifled Muskets Size 6 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes No ‐ 1 3 

Characteristics Aggressive 

 

  



 

British Intervention Army 

This army is made up of British troops that were stationed in Canada but have been waiting in the 

Caribbean to deploy to Texas. They mostly operate on their own, but some Mexican Imperial troops and 

irregulars may be included in the force. A small Mexican flying column is operating behind the British, 

but as of yet the British are not inclined to use them in any engagements. 

British Army – you may only include one Mexican formation in the army. It is led by a level 1 

leader and can only be Imperial Mexican units or Resguardo Irregular Cavalry units. 

Limited Horse Flesh – you may only field one British Royal Cavalry unit in the army. 

 

British Regulars Type Regulars 

Points 10 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes Yes 2 2 2 

Characteristics Thin Red Line, Sharp Practice, Stubborn 

 

British Skirmishers Type Light Infantry 

Points 12 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 6 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes No ‐ 2 ‐ 

Characteristics Sharp Practice 

 

British Royal Navy Sailors Type Regulars 

Points 7 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes Yes 2 2 2 

Characteristics  

 
  



 

 

British Royal Marine Light Infantry Type Light Infantry 

Points 13 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 6 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes No 3 2 ‐ 

Characteristics Sharp Practice ,Stubborn, Moveable Deployment Point 

 

British Cavalry Type Scouting Cavalry 

Points 8 Weapon BL Carbine, Sabre Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes No ‐ 2 ‐ 

Characteristics Tally Ho! 

 

British Royal Artillery Type Artillery 

Points 7 Weapon Medium Gun Size 5 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Yes Yes Yes ‐ 2 ‐ 

Characteristics  

 

  



 

American Lists 

Confederate Regulars 

The bulk of this army are veterans of the American Civil War from Walker's Texas Division. The infantry, 

cavalry and artillery from this brigade have all fought in several campaigns, most notably the Red River 

campaign. In addition, over the years of battleing their Union counterparts, they have gained a grudging 

level of respect for them, and with the common threat of a Texas annexation by Mexico, this army is 

willing to use the Union offered aid and troops. 

Combined Army – you may include any Confederate or Union unit in this army, however, if you 

include any Union troops, you may not include any Texas units. The highest rated leader must 

always be a Confederate leader. 

Civil War Distrust – Confederate leaders may not activate nor remove shock from Union units 

and vice versa. Confederate units may not be in formations with Union units. 

Colored Troops – Not only may Union Colored Infantry units not be in formations with 

Confederate units, they may not voluntarily move to within 4” of a Confederate Unit and can 

never be supported by them. 

Unit Profiles 

Confederate Veteran Infantry Type Regulars 

Points 9 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes First Only 2 2 2 

Characteristics Rebel Yell 

 

Confederate Skirmishers Type Skirmishers 

Points 11 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 6 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes No - 2 - 

Characteristics Sharp Practice 

 
  



 

 

Confederate States Marines Corps Type Regulars 

Points 8 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

No Shock Yes First Only 3 3 3 

Characteristics Aggressive, Surly 

 

Confederate Cavalry Type  Dragoons 

Points 9 Weapon Mixed Weapons Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes No - 2 - 

Characteristics Tally Ho! Sam Colt’s Equalizer 

 

Confederate Artillery Type Artillery 

Points 6/7/9 Weapon Musket Size 5 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

No Yes Yes - 2 - 

Characteristics   

 

Union Infantry Type Regulars 

Points 9 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes Yes 2 2 2 

Characteristics Stubborn 

 

United States Marine Corps Type Regulars 

Points 7 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

No Shock No 1st 3 3 3 

Characteristics Poor Shots 

 
  



 

 

Union Skirmishers Type Skirmishers 

Points 11 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 6 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes No - 2 - 

Characteristics Sharp Practice 

 

Union Colored Infantry Type Regulars 

Points 8 Weapon Rifled Musket Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes Yes 3 2 2 

Characteristics Aggressive ,Stubborn, Surly 

 

Union Sharpshooters Type Light Infantry 

Points 8 Weapon Breach Loading Rifle Size 6 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always No No 3 2 2 

Characteristics Sharp Practice ,Good Shots 

 
  



 

Texas Home Guard 

This army consists of units drawn from the Texas state units, with Rangers and organized ranchers 

added in. The distrust and anger at the Union troops who have been blockading them is still too great to 

utilize the offered support. Occasionally a veteran confederate formation will be added to bulk up the 

army. 

Lone Star State – This army may not include any Union troops. They may add in Confederate 

units from above Confederate Regulars force, but there must be more Texas units than 

Confederate units in the force. 

For Texas! – All Texas units gain the Hearth & Home characteristic for free. 

Antique Guns – The Militia Artillery unit can only take the small gun option. 

 

Texas Home Guard Type Conscript 

Points 8 Weapon Rifled Muskets Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Always Yes 1st 3 2 3 

Characteristics  

 

Texas Rangers Type Dragoon 

Points 14 Weapon BL Carbines Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

Never No No No 2 No 

Characteristics Moveable Deployment Point, Good Shots , No Bayonets 

 

Texas Militia Type Militia 

Points 5 Weapon Muskets Size 10 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

No Shock No No 3 3 - 

Characteristics Stubborn, Poor Shots 

 
  



 

 

Texas Cavalry Type Dragoons 

Points 8 Weapon SB Carbines Size 8 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

No Shock No No - 2 - 

Characteristics Tally Ho! 

 
 

Texas Militia Artillery Type Artillery 

Points 6 Weapon Light Cannon Size 5 

Formation First Fire Controlled Volley Crashing Volley Step Out Drill 

No Yes Yes - 2 - 

Characteristics   

  



 

#1 – Red Dinner [Rescue #6 (Mexican Advantage) Result A win = 2, M win = 3, Inconclusive = 4] 

 

BACKGROUND 

The HMS Pembroke, a 74 gun SOL converted to 60-gun screw blockship, was able to slip past the Union 

blockade and made port at Galveston. The ship sent word that a delegation from British government 

was here to negotiate with the Texas Governor about gaining British aid to their cause of freedom. 

Elated by the news Governor Murrah raced from Austin to Galveston to be on hand for the elegant 

dinner party which was assembled for the dignitaries. 

Alas this was but a ruse to get Texas leadership in one place and the trap was sprung (after dinner 

smokes of course). The contingent of British guards that accompanied the captain and emissary attacked 

the house and took the governor hostage! 

Fighting broke out all over Galveston and other Texas border towns as the Mexican Imperial army 

launch it anticipated attack on Texas. The American forces were taken completely be surprise at the 

British intervention … not on their side! 

INTRODUCTION 



 

This mission represents the surprise attacks on the American leadership by British and infiltrating 

Mexican forces across Texas at the start of the war. 

The British (and Mexican) side must escort its prisoner from the building off the far side of the table 

where reinforcing troops are arriving. The Americans must attempt to stop the British and rescue the 

governor. Or if the Americans sort out the ruse, they need to get personage of importance to safety 

before any Mexican troops can intercept them. 

SURPIRSE ATTACK 

Before the game determine which side is attacking (Blue Force) and defending (Red Force). Each side 

rolls a d6 with the high roll being the attacking (blue force), while the other side is defending (red force). 

A British force automatically is the attacker, any Mexican side with a non-Mexican line unit in the army is 

+1 but one of these units must be the unit holding the prison in one of the buildings if they win the roll. 

Confederate forces are -1 to the roll and in all cases the Mexican (and allied) forces are attacking (blue 

force) on any tie rolls. 

DEPLOYMENT POINTS 

The Blue side choses whether to places his Primary Deployment Point within 6” of either Point D1 or D2. 

He then rolls to see where the prisoner is located, either at Point 1 or 2 where a suitable building is 

placed. The Blue force already has part of his force ready to escort/rescue the prisoner and places a 

Secondary Deployment point 6” away from the building, so that he can deploy adjacent to that objective 

but not on or inside it. The Blue force may deploy his troops from either Deployment Point during the 

game, but he needs to have enough forces to release the prisoner and also to protect his Primary 

Deployment Point.  

The Red Force leads a reaction force to stop/exploit this incursion into their territory. Roll a D6 to 

establish where their Primary Deployment Point is (R1 or R2) with an equal chance of either. They may 

then place any other Deployment Points if these are available as normal. However, the Red Force may 

deploy only one Leader and his troops in each Turn to reflect their rushed arrival.  

FORCE SUPPORT 

For support roll 1D6. On a roll of 1 to 3, both sides may select 4 points of support. On a roll of 4 to 6, 

they may select 6 points of support. 

OBJECTIVE 

The blue force must escort the prisoner/personage off the table via their Primary Deployment Point to 

win. If the prison/personage is killed by the other force then a Mexican blue force gains a victory (minor) 

while an American blue force results in an inconclusive result. 

TERRAIN & MINOR CHARACTERS 



 

The prisoner/personage should be held in a building under guard of a Status I Leader who is a Minor 

Character and eight Regular troops (British Marine Light Infantry or Texas Rangers). At least three other 

buildings should be within 12” of the prisoner. 1D6 other Minor Characters should be present on the 

table. If the American side is the Blue force then one of the other Minor Characters is the personages’ 

wife and must accompany him. The prisoner/personage must be attached to a unit to move, and any 

actions spent on movement roll an extra d6. However they take the lowest values rolled up to the 

normal number of d6’s rolled for movement. For example, if the unit spends both actions to move and 

runs, it will roll 4d6 but take the three lowest rolls of the die for movement (and still suffer a point of 

shock). 

All other Minor characters are placed within 12” of a building. Any demand made on them by a Mexican 

(or Allied Force) side is always treated as Unreasonable -4. Roll a d6 and the figure is armed as follows 

1= single shot pistol, 2-4 repeating Pistol, 5 fowling piece, 6 rifled musket. Typical demands are help us 

fight off the invaders or go get help (if Red force, may bring on one extra unit next turn). These figures 

are activated whenever the forces main leader card is drawn (command cards can be spent on them). 


